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The SFSFS Shuttle # 108 - March 1994
The South Florida Science Fiction Society is a Florida non-profit educational corporation recognized by the Internal Revenue
Service under Section 501 (c)(3). General Membership is $15 per year for adults, $1 for children (see form on the last page
of this issue). Subscribing membership is $1 for each remaining month in the calendar year, counting from the time that
you begin your subscription. [I'm checking to see if there is anyone who actually reads EVERYTHING!]. The views expressed
in this SFSFS Shuttle are those of the authors, artists, and editors...and not necessarily those of the publishers.
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SFSFS General Meeting for March:
An Interview with Roger Zelazny!

Date: Saturday, March 19th, 1994
Time: 2:00 p.m.
Location: Fort Lauderdale Airport Hilton,
Conference Suite [this may change, please check at
the ICFA Info Desk in hotel]
Directions: Take I-95 to Griffin Road. The hotel is
visible from I-95; just east of the highway.
For our March program, SFSFS is delighted
to have renowned author, Roger Zelazny, as our
guest. Join us at the Fort Lauderdale Airport Hilton,
for a group interview led by Joe Siclari. Mr. Zelazny
is this year's Special Guest at the International
Conference on the Fantastic in the Arts, and has
made time in his busy schedule to talk with us.
Among Mr. Zelazny's most famous works are the
Amber series, his 1966 Hugo winning novel ...And
Call Me Conrad (aka This Immortal}, Lord Of Light,
"The Doors of His Face, The Lamps of His Mouth",
and "A Rose for Ecclesiastes" (the only story ever to
get a wrap around cover in Fantasy & Science
Fiction. Artwork by Hannes Bok.).
If you get to only one SFSFS program this
year, this is the one to be at!
Notes from the Chairman:
Last month we had an extraordinarily active
meeting. The brainstorming on world creation raised
some interesting ideas and even a few eyebrows and
tempers as we all pitched in to create a utopia. I
hope Shirlene has had enough time to summarize it
for this issue [I don't know if "summarize" is the
right word <laugh> but I did my best...and it's in
this issue!]. If not we will soon.
This month we will also have an exciting
program as Roger Zelazny has agreed to be with us
for an interview. This is a great opportunity to learn
more about the man behind the stories. Come
prepared with questions.
If you haven't yet filled out the SFSFS
questionnaire we sent out last month, please do so
now. We are looking for not only general feedback
but also specific ideas to make SFSFS better for
you. From a preliminary examination of the ones
received so far, it would appear that the stars are in
our future, or at least a trip to the planetarium.
See you at the March meeting.
- Joe Siclari

Editorial Quickie:
<whew!> Apologies for the lateness of this issue.
I was waiting on the confirmation from Mr. Zelazny.
Well, here I am again...back at the computer
as an editor for the Shuttle...this "multiple-hat"

wearing business is quite tiring. I'm still
learning, so I'm asking for a little patience. Of
course, you could also try your hand at editing
this, but you'd have to talk to the senior
editors...for the go-ahead...I'm just making the
offer...I didn't say I was authorized to do
it...<g>(ah, the joys of uncensored editing...!
might get fired...)
Hope to see y'all at the General
Meeting! It promises to be lots of fun and very
informative! Ciao!
--Shirlene "Magpi" Ananayo, March Editor
[a.k.a. Ms.Volunteer, SFSFS Sec., Southern
Arrow co-editor, Pleiades Ass't Ed., SFRT3
Staff person, Grad.Student (...oh, and did I
forget to mention that I have a full-time job?)]

Utopia according to SFSFS
by Magpi
All present sentient beings were active
participants in the interactive collaboration of
"World Building: Creating a Utopia." The
membership (and two guests. Hi, Christina and
Mark!) was randomly assigned to one of five
groups [Biology, Culture, Technology, Politics,
and Environment] dealing with various aspects
of world building. In the sections below, I have
listed the ideas that a representative from each
group presented . . . after approximately fifteen
minutes of intense brainstorming.
Biology: There were two options for humans of
the SFSFS Utopia.
1. Shapechangers with the abilities to:
-- change gender;
-- have some control over weight/ metabolism
rate;
-- correct for any internal problems that
manifest as illnesses;
- alter physical appearance and internal
plumbing; [i.e. Could have the digestive system
of a cow and be the ultimate vegetarian!]; and
-- recognize each other by distinctive and unique
chemical scents.
BUT, the true mass and density of an
individual would remain the same, [which would
mean that if you wanted to be a fly on the
wall...you could, but you'd be a fly that
weighted whatever your true weight is...no
miraculous weight loss would occur because
you morphed into a "small” form...]
2. Non-Shapechangers. We'd still keep the
same bodies, but there would be improvements
on the current design. Namely, we would be
able to:
-- control our own sex drive and fertility;
-- get rid of things, like wisdom teeth, the
appendix, and other non-essential body parts;
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- change the shape of eyes so that glasses would
not be needed to correct vision;
- have heightened senses and have the ability to
detect electromagnetic fields;
- see men carrying and giving birth to babies; and
-- eliminate PMS.
Additionally, the Biology group addressed the
situation of current thought processes...so that
people in the Utopia would no longer be in a
dichotomy thinking mode where everything is "either
or". They also arranged for people to have an
improved probability sense...which would eliminate
the desire for gambling.
Culture. A potpourri of ideas flowed forth from this
group...and here they are! Their motto was "Cut
some slack."
- Hormone control that would result in painless
puberty and No PMS.
-- Perpetual family leave for those who want it.
-- No birth defects-health for all.
-- New style families-monogamy, polygamy and
polyandry, marriage is optional.
- No pedophilia or child abuse
--.Conception by intent only; via a pill that really
works all the time.
-- A "Gilligan's Island” for violence offenders
(located in Eurasia?!)
-- No war or violence.
- Optional mentors for kids and adults {people who
would lend support and guidance for those who
want or need help/assistance]
-- Improved technology for pleasure and education
- The option to work anywhere one is capable of
working.
-- A system where worth and pleasure would be
found or gained from personal achievement on job
(worth/pleasure would be the incentive for working).
- Easily locatable communities where people with
common interests reside or frequent.
-- A different culture on "the other side of the
tracks" for us to compare ourselves to..
-- An increased tolerance for all religions.
- And a way where a mother would be able to
receive financial compensation for being a mother.
Technology. Okay...so they kinda dropped the ball
and withstood all the joking quite well...all things
considered...well, this is what they proposed the
Utopia would have:
-- a nanomite that could be injected into everyone.
That nanomite would contain practically everything
there is in the way of books and movies and
sensations, etc.; which would result in:
~ a world were everyone one would live in a self
contained reality/world limited to the confines of
their own imagination.
Politics. Yet another area that did not leave me with
much in the way of notes...basically because they

had come up with a "easy solution." This is the
it:
-- the replacement of governments with "self
government."
<sigh> Of course, not everyone in the group
agreed, but certain opinions won in the end.
Peggy did come up with the suggestion that
criminals should be hooked up to the Virtual
Reality that was proposed by the Technology
group.
Environment. My group...and the one I had to
speak for (yes, there is a big "V" stamped on
my head...you just can't see it unless you are
looking specifically for it!). After much
discussion, it was decided that the world was
fine the way it was...it only needed some minor
adjustments. And, this is what the adjustments
should be:
-- transportation that was done entirely by
fusion or solar-powered vehicles and/or stabletrained [i.e. they know when and where to
unload excess mass] horses;
-- a world without weeds;;
-- self-contained islands for distinct and desired
environments;
- houses with lightning rods that would be able
to collect energy and charge batteries that
would power the house's internal workings;
— suitable warning of 24 hours ormora prior to
any naturally occurring disasters...so that
people can decide whether they want to
teleport their houses to those pre-destined plots
out in the Dakotas and Montana;
-- mountains that are able to "heal" themselves
at the end of the day from human abuse;
- a freshwater ocean on the West Coast [I still
don't grasp the rationale behind this one, but
it's on the paper, so I'll include it!]; and
- self-regenerating natural resources.
This interactive discussion/meeting/
program was terrific and I hope that we plan on
doing something like this again!
F.Y.I.
Dwight Douglas has a 1981 F-150 Ford Pickup
Truck for sale. VGC No Rust on body, 151K,
22K on rebuilt engine, 3 speed manual
transmission. $1,950.00 ($1,750 to SFSFS
members). Available 1st week of April,
(305)921-5219, after 6p.m.

New To SFSFS
A heart-felt "Welcome" to Miriam "Mockie" Gan
[can you tell she's a friend of mine?<g>].
And, an equally hearty "Welcome Back" to
Doug Wu! -Joining them, and us are returning
members Chuck Phillips and Mike Genovese.
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Letters Of Comment
Dear Judy,
:::
I disagree with Sheryl Birkhead's cartoon
assessment of the SFSFS Shuttle being for the
birds. Her creatures look more like retarded
pterosaurs anyway.
Congratulations to Phil and Barb Tortorici on
the second born. Procreativity obviously runs in the
family.
I recognize Peggy Ranson's saucer and
exploding planet fillo. The original is hanging on the
wall of my living room.
Best wishes,
Teddy Harvia
701 Regency Drive
Hurst, TX 76054

Dear Editor (and Other Interested Parties),
Well, the February Meeting is coming up and
I find that I've been a member of SFSFS for a year
now. So I thought it would be appropriate to LOC a
few thoughts.
Upper most on my mind is one word:
THANKS! As I think back over the last year, most
of the good times seem to have involved the
Society. The past five months or so have been a bit
rough, and our assorted activities were crucial in
getting me through it all. I've enjoyed most
everything we've done and all I can say is "more,
more, more."
I particularly want to thank Joe & Edie for all
the nice things they've done, and for making me feel
a part of the family. And a bow to Peggy and Carol
for lending their mighty thews
[thews...okay...fine...] toward my move. I don't
know what I would have done without you.
A few words regarding Tropicon XII: I
thought it was a great convention. Other than
attendance being down, everything seems to have
gone pretty well. There's really no cause for the
finger pointing that appears to have been going on.
Let's work harder on promotion, yes, but we're
doing good stuff. (And anyone caught dumping on
Shirlene will be strapped down and forced to watch
Vioer.KHev. I LIKE that show! <g>] In any case, I
had a good time - despite undergoing nuclear
meltdown (thanks Cyndyl).
The Shuttle is doing very well. I think the
decision to split the editorial duties among several
people was a good one. Not only does it spread the
burden a little, but it also provides opportunity for
variety. I hope the editors will each try to put
his/her personal stamp on their issues, [oh, believe
me...I'm trying! ;> ] As for the rest of you:
SUBMIT! [Yo, Edie, Joe, Fran and Judy! I think we
found ourselves another editor... <g>]

By the look of things, 1994 is shaping
up to be a good year. I'm looking forward to it.
Viva SFSFS,
George W. Peterson
1808 N.E. 11th Avenue
Apartment #8
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305

Member Fiction
"The Test"
by Rita F. Sheinblatt
Timothy clutched the pencil in his hand
and prayed. With every fiber of his body he
prayed. He did not pray to any one god. It was
not the god who was important to him at that
point; it was the prayer.
"Please, please!" reverberated in his
mind. He stared at the paper on his desk. The
title "Geography Test" pulsated before his eyes.
"Please, please, let whatever answers I
put down be right. Please do not let me fail
again. Please, please, let whatever answers I
put down be right."
His fingers curled about the pencil.
Lead flowed forth as the blank spaces filled
with his answers. England is in the Pacific
Ocean, Japan is bordered by California on the
West Coast, Australia is just off the coast of
South America....
Unnoticed, the small classroom globe
changed its surface pattern, rearranging the
flow of colors representing continents, oceans,
and countries.
Timothy put down his pencil and sighed.
He flexed his fingers and shook out the tension
gathered in his hand. One test down and
another one to go. The bell rang. Well, time
for math.

Request for E-Mail Addresses.
< pause for a hat switch > Hi, SFSFS Sec.
here. I am currently in the process of
iidentifying all current members who can be
contacted via e-mail. This list will be printed in
a future issue. There are three ways of
informing me about this: 1. tell me at the next
General meeting; 2. call me and leave a
message on my machine; or 3. [the preferred
choice, by far!] e-mail it to me! <g> I can be
reached on GEnie at this address: S.Ananayo.
If you have access to Internet, my address
would then be S.Ananayo@genie.geis.com . I
also have a Bitnet address:
sananayo@umiamivm.ir.miami.edu . If you
have any questions, please feel free to call me...
Thanks!
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Book Review
The Hollow Man by Dan Simmons
Bantam Books; Paperback = $5.99
ISBN#0-553-56350-5
Review by George Peterson
What is it with horror writers?
Early on in his novel The Hollow
Man, Dan Simmons reflects on how Jerry
Bremen, his protagonist, dislikes
melodrama. "...Bremen always found the
situations unlikely to the point of
absurdity, the actions and the character's
reactions unbelievable, and the melodrama
banal in the extreme." At certain points in
the reading of The Hollow Man, I wished
that Bremen's creator shared a bit of this
attitude. Especially the scenes involving
the cannibal woman.
• . •
This is not to say that The Hollow
Man isn't an excellent novel. In fact it's
one of the best stories involving telepathy
that I've seen in quite a while. But it loses
something when Simmons' horror-writing
tendencies kick-in.
Jerry Bremen has a problem. A
telepath since he was a child, Jerry has
been married to another telepath. Gail, Tor
many years. They've shared a marriage in
mind, as well, using their combined
powers to help screen out an all too
intrusive world. But now Gail has just died
of cancer and Jerry is both more alone
than he has ever been, and not alone
enough. Unable to deal with the remnants
of his former life, he heads for parts
unknown, burning his bridges behind him.
Strangely vulnerable despite his powers,
Jerry's odyssey leads through the darkest
corners of the world and the human mind,
to an apocalyptic encounter with a blind,
deaf, and retarded child.
However, there is much more to
this story than darkness and melodrama.
Alternating with the adventures involving
drug dealers, child molesters and ordinary
people, is a very technical and thought
provoking speculation regarding the nature
of mind and reality, consciousness and
alternate worlds. Not to mention some
very romantic writing. Indeed, The Hollow
Man seems to be composed of equal parts
of horror, hard sf, and love story. For me,
the first two chapters and the last sixty
pages made this novel worth while. I just
wish there was less of the horror.

TREASURER’S REPORT

(INFORMATION AS RECEIVED THROUGH 2/28)
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Members Listing
Listed below are the names and addresses of all SFSFS Members, as of the General Meeting that took place
on Feb 26, 1994. An "H" = Honorary; "R" = Regular/Voting; "G" = General/Non-Voting; and "F" identifies
"Founding" members of SFSFS.
♦Lynn Abbey, 1214 Westport Road, Ann Arbor, Ml 48103, (H, T-9 GoH)
♦Forrest J. Ackerman, 2495 Glendower Ave., Hollywood, CA 90027-1110, (H, T-3 GoH)
♦Shirlene Ananayo, 7240 SW 63 Ave., South Miami, FL 33143, (305)662-9426, (R)
*Poul and Karen Anderson, 3 Las Palomas, Orinda, CA 94563, (H,T-7 GoH)
♦Elaine Ashby, 22 Camden Dr., Greenacres City, FL 33463, (407) 439-5517, (G)
♦Judy Bemis, 1745 NW 4th Ave., #5, Boca Raton, FL 33432-1545, (407)391-4380, (F,R)
♦Robert Bloch, 2111 Sunset Crest Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90027, (H,T-4 GoH)
♦Frederick Bragdon, 635 NE 115 Street, Biscayne Park, FL 33161-6203, (305)892-6026, (R)
*C. J. Cherryh, [sorry, address unavailable] (H)
♦Hal Clement, 12 Thompson Lane, Milton, MA 02186, (H,T-9 GoH)
♦Donald E. Cochran, 1101 Glenham Dr., N.E. Palm Bay, FL 32905, (407)725-8197, (G)
♦Jeanne Deininger, 1430 S. Ocean Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316, (305)467-7007, (G)
♦Vincent di Fate, 12 Ritter Drive, Wappinger Falls, NY 12590, (H, T-3 GoH)
♦Peggy Dolan, 4427 Royal Palm Ave., Miami Beach, FL 33140-3039, (305)532-8008, (F,R)
♦Stephen R. Donaldson, (Comp)
♦Dwight Douglas, 2463 Lincoln Street, Hollywood, FL 33020, (305) 921-5219, (R)
♦Gary D. Douglass, PO Box 451, Lake Worth, FL 33460, (407) 533-0471, (G)
♦Gardner Dozots,- 526 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106, (H T-5 GoH)
.
♦Mike Drawdy, 430 Reflections Circle #109, Casselberry, FL 32707, (407)671-5041, (R)
♦Ahava Drazin, 4705 Johnson St., Hollywood, FL 33021, (305) 966-0661, (R)
♦Bob Ewart, 455 NW 10th St, Boca Raton, FL 33432, (407) 368-2487, (G)
♦John Fast, 6850 NW 12 Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309-1124, (305)XSX-FAST, (G)
♦Charles L. Fontenay, 1708 20th Ave N, Apt C, St. Petersburg, FL 33713, (H)
♦Kelly & Laura Freas, 7713 Nita Ave, West Hills, CA 91304-5546, (H,T-6 GoH)
♦Miriam Gan, 1201 N.W. 147 St., Miami, FL 33167, (305)687-6878, (G)
♦Arlene, Bert, and Sara Garcia, 13707 SW 66 St. #C116, Miami, FL 33183-2236, (305)385-4111, (2 R
and 1 Child) <g>
♦Margaret Gemignani, 8307 W. Sample Rd. #9, Coral Springs, FL 33065-4622, (F,R)
Mike Genovese, 2200 Cypress Bond Dr. S. #706, Pompano Beach, FL 33069, (305)970-3826, (G)
♦Carol Gibson, 3311 NW 101 Ave., Coral Springs, FL 33065, (305) 346-6033, (R)
♦Geraldine and Nunzio Giorgianni, 4848 NW 24 Court #123, Lauderdale Lakes, FL 33313,
(305)484-7459,( R)
♦Steven Gold, P.O. Box 292256, Davie, FL 33329-2256, (305) 423-9976, (R)
♦Judi B. Goodman, 7670 SW 152 Ave. #106, Miami, FL 33193, (305)385-1793, (R)
♦Joseph and Patti Green, 1390 Holly Ave., Merritt Island, FL 32952, ( H, Fete 1 GoH)
♦Fred Grimm, 20810 SW 156 St., Umatilla, FL 32784, (904)821-4873, (G)
♦Joe & Gay Haldeman, 5412 NW 14th Ave., Gainesville, FL 32605, (H, Fete 2 GoH)
♦Teddy Harvia, P.O. Box 905, Euless, TX 76039, (Contrib)
♦Melanie Herz, 1245 Palm Bay Rd., Apt S-204, Palm Bay, FL 32905, (407)724-9581, (R)
♦Bill Hirst, 5691 SW 1st St., Plantation, FL 33317, (G)
♦Lee Hoffman, 401 Sunset Trail NW, Port Charlotte, FL 33952, (H, T-1 GOH)
♦Michael Hubschman, 10101 SW 39 Terrace, Miami, FL 33165, (305) 221-7775, (G)
♦Bruce Konigsburg, PO Box 979, Deerfield Beach, FL 33443, (305) 427-8966, (G)
♦Alex Lyman, 8068 Rosemarie Ave. W,Boynton Beach, FL 33437, (G)
♦Dave, Deanna, and Beth Lyman, 8068 Rosemarie Ave, Boynton Beach, FL 33437, (407)732-4479, (both
are F and R with 1 Child)
♦Audrey Maciejewski, 219 NE 14th Ave, # 206, Hallendale, FL 33009, (305)458-7284, (R)
♦George R. R. Martin, 102 San Salvador, # 1, Santa Fe, NM 87501, (H, T-6 GoH)
♦Cecile Millman, 453 Knollwood Court,Royal Palm Beach, FL 33411, (407)795-5811 (G)
♦Francine Mullen, P.O. Box 840344, Pembroke Pines, FL 33025-3708, (305)435-9572, (R)
♦Andre Norton, 1600 Spruce Ave., Winter Park, FL 32789 (H,T-10 GoH)
♦Dea O'Connor, P.O. Box 290591, Davie, FL 33329-0591, (305) 792-7263, (R)
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*Mark & Priscilla Olson, 10 Shawmut Terr.; Framingham MA 01701, (Subscibing)
•Tony Parker, 1745 NW 4th Ave., # 5, Boca Raton, FL 33432-1545, (407)391-4380, (F,R)
•Dina and Hillary Pearlman, 3705 East Shore Rd., Miramar, FL 33023, (305)989-0290, (F,R and Child)
•Ericka Perdew, 4521 S Ocean Blvd., Highland Beach, FL 33134 (407)272-0156, (R)
•Carlos V. Perez, Jr., 534 Sevilla Ave., Coral Gables, FL 33134, (305)448-5152, (R)
•Becky Peters, 1837 NE 15th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305, (305) 563-5788, (F,R)
•George Peterson, 1808 NE 11 Ave., Apt. 8, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305, (305)524-1274, (R)
•Chuck Phillips, P.O. Box 290521, Davie, FL 33329-0521, (305) 435-9572, (R)
•Cynthia Plockelman,c/o Two on a Shelf Bookstore, 311 Franklin Road, West Palm Beach, FL, 33405,
(407)585-1278, (G)
•Carol Porter, 1811 Banyon Creek Circle North, Boynton Beach, FL 33436, (305)369-3251, (R)
•Rusti Quinto, 2789 Devine Rd., Fort Pierce, FL 34981, (407)466-4508, (G)
•Gary Alan Ruse, 2131 SW 62nd Ave., Miami, FL 33155, (305)266-4946, (H)
•Maureen Sheehan, 1531 NW 98th Way, Pembroke Pines, FL 33024-4364, (305)431-5725, (G)
•Rita F. Sheinblatt, 20301 N.E. 30 Ave., Apt. 106, North Miami Beach, FL 33180, (G)
•Dan Siclari, 4599 NW 5th Ave., Boca Raton, FL 33431-4601, (407) 392-6462, (R)
•Joe Siclari, 4599 NW 5th Ave., Boca Raton, FL 33431-4601, (407) 392-6462, (F,R)
•Jerry & Karen Stecca, 15594 SW 103 Terr., Miami, FL 33196, (G&R)
•Edie Stern, 4599 NW 5th Ave., Boca Raton, FL 33431-4601, (407) 392-6462, (F,R)
•Judith Tarr, 9225 East Tanque Verde, Apt. 11204, Tucson, AZ 85749, (H, T-12 GoH)
•Patricia Tiller, 887 Cotton Bay Dr. W, Apt 208, West Palm Beach, FL 33406-9049, (G)
•Sue and Brian Trautman, 8909 SW 6th St., Boca Raton, FL, 33433-6203, (407)482-0526, (F,R and Child)
•Stuart Ulrich, 1811 Banyon Creek Circle North, Boynton Beach, FL 33436, (305)369-3251, (R)
•Cynthia Warmuth, 18905 SW 280 St., Homestead, FL 33031, (R)
•Jack Weaver, 8868 NW 3 Place, Coral Springs, FL 33071-7481, (305)752-7351, (G)
•Howard M. Wendell, 17201 Biscayne Blvd, No. Miami Beach,FL 33160, (305)940-6097, (R)
•Walt & Madeline Willis, 32 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Northern Ireland, BT 21 OPD, United Kingdom
(H, T-7 GoH)
•Bill Wilson, 3242 Arthur Terrace, Hallywood, FL,33021-5018, (305)983-0749, (R) .
•Doug Wu, 520 NW 7th St, Boynton Beach, FL 33426, (407) 737-8028, (F,R)

Closing Notes
Well, this is it...the end of another issue! On the back page is a handy, dandy form from our friendly
neighborhood Book Coop! If you have any questions, please call or talk with to Fran Mullen! Well, see you
on the 19th...or in the July issue! -Shirlene/Magpi
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SFSFS Book Order Form (print clearly) Purchase Date-------------Name—- ----------------------------------------- Phone------------------------------------Addr:City-------------------- Zip--------------------Phone Home: (
}___________________
Work: (
1____________________
ISBN

Title

Author

#
Publisher Copies

Method of Payment
Cash ------------ Check
Notes:
' '__________________________

HB-hard back. .
TPB - trade paper
MM - paperback

Final
Price

List
Price

Sub-Total
Discount
Sales Amt
State Tax

♦Format codes:

Date
Del.

£___________
(___________ J.
$____________
$

Rec'd

ay

(est. 30%)

(6%)

Total Due $

Payment Received: $---------------------------------

###******^4:***********9k*4:************4:)k**********4:***jic*9k*******4:****4c*3k***********4c**9ic*4:*4:«

South Florida Science Fiction Society Membership Application
March 1994
Send this completed application form, along with your check for Membership dues to:
SFSFS Treasurer. 4427 Royal Palm Ave.. Miami Beach. FL 33140-3039.
Make check payable to SFSFS.

Regular - $20.00

General (non-voting) - $15.00
Child Membership - $1.00

(12 yrs or younger with a parent or legal guardian who is a SFSFS member)

Subscribing Membership - $12.00
Name:

Date:

Address:________________________________________________ _ __________
City:State:Zip:
Phone (home):(work - optional)
Birthdate:

//(year - optional)

Interests:___________________________________________ ___________________

SFSFS Shuttle!/#108//Mar94//p,10
You Are Getting This Because:
।
.

You are a member of SFSFS!
You are held in great esteem by SFSFS!
You've submitted a LOC, review, or art (but, you can always send more! )

Trade for your 'zine.

It contains a review / article of possible interest to you.

(

You have been mentioned!
J\l thought your mailbox was looking a little empty.

I felt like it!

/

The leprechauns made me do it!
____ Hormel-LA thought it would be a good idea.
...I can't remember...but I had a really good reason, at one time...<g>

South Florida Science Fiction Society
P.O. Box 70143
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33307-0143

Address Correction Requested

(57 H)
Lee Hoffman
3290 Sunrise Trail N.W.
Port Charlotte, FL 33952

First Class Mail
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